
INTRODUCING

THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE CONNECTED
PAYMENT PLATFORM FOR VENDING

CPI have developed a connected payment platform that accepts any
payment, anytime, is connected to real-time diagnostics and will

revolutionize the vending industry. 
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Experience more at: www.cranepi.com/vending

WE’VE CONNECTED SIX INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS into
one POWERFUl payment PLATFORM 



HOW IT WORKS - THE CONNECTED PAYMENT PLATFORM FOR VENDING

DIAGNOSTICS
CPI understand that machine downtime is a big issue. And that most faults are reported
as a payment device problem. The fact is only 10% of faults are connected to the
payment device. To help operators investigate the problem remotely, CPI have
connected payment devices to the Simplifi ServiceMobile diagnostics App.
This allows operators to monitor machines, identify the type of fault and fix it right
first time via remote trouble-shooting.

CREDIT
CPI now offer a single card solution that accepts more payment options than
any other reader in the market. This includes cash, card, mobile and cashless.
Operators enjoy a payment solution that is future ready for any payment
option. CPI are constantly working with the key global payment providers to
solve operator’s business problems. Just another reason why this connected
platform is the most comprehensive solution in the market.

MOBILE
Operators know that mobile is the new wallet. The CPI connected platform accepts
all mobile payments. Operators can leverage the power of mobile with increased
revenue from Apple Pay, Google Pay, Samsung Pay. They can engage consumers
with rewards and earn loyalty. And take advantage of a connected solution that
isn’t dependent on a cellular connection (basements, parking garages, hospitals).

CASH 
CPI are proud to introduce two next generation innovation products for Note and

Coin. The MEI TalosTM Note Validator and the MEI GryphonTM Coin Validator offer
everything and more. But that’s not the full story. The real innovation is that these

payment devices are connected to the Simplifi Service Mobile diagnostics App. This
allows operators to receive real-time error notifications such as full cash box and low

coin status. The operator can use remote trouble-shooting to correct the problem.

OFFLINE CASHLESS
With offline cashless solutions, operators can bridge the gap between cash and

connectivity with a customized solution that offers advanced revenue, personalized 
branding, and more opportunities for customers to engage and spend. Customers load 

cash onto a personalized RFID media key. With MEI PayTM, operators collect revenue
in advance, even before customers have decided what to buy.

 

SECURITY
CPI meet the Payment Card Industry’s PA-DSS requirements. But this is only one 

layer of security. In an age of cyber security risks, one layer is not enough.
Operators need more security layers. CPI provide an extra 4 x layers of security; 

Server Protection, Device Protection, Perimeter Defense and Cyber Threat
Monitoring. Operators and consumers can trust CPI with all their cardholder data.

Experience more at: www.cranepi.com/vending


